Featured Application: The main application of this work is to produce high-energy high harmonic generation (HHG) as a seed of soft X-ray free-electron laser. Furthermore, it has some practical applications, such as extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) pump-probe spectroscopy, intense attosecond pulse generation, and XUV lithography.
Introduction
High-order harmonic generation (HHG), a highly nonlinear interaction of light with matter, has been extensively used for producing coherent extreme-ultraviolet (XUV) or X-ray light sources [1] [2] [3] . Compared with other XUV light sources, such as free-electron lasers (FELs), X-ray lasers (XRLs) and synchrotron orbit radiation (SOR), HHG has many excellent features, such as high peak intensity, full coherence, ultrashort pulse duration, wide tunability, and tabletop configurations. However, the generated harmonics are generally weak because the HHG process is highly nonlinear and non-perturbative [4] , which will limit practical applications, such as XUV pump-probe spectroscopy [5] , intense attosecond pulse generation [6] , XUV lithography [7] and FEL seeding [8, 9] .
Therefore, up to now, many groups have devoted themselves to increasing the conversion efficiency (CE) and the pulse energy of HHG. Ditmire et al. [10] tried to change a lot of parameters, including driving laser wavelength, focal geometry, and peak intensity in the experiment, and obtained individual harmonics with energies as high as 60 nJ at wavelengths as short as 20 nm, but the CE 2 of 7 was only 10 −7 . Further, E. Constant et al. [11] optimized the medium length for harmonics generation by considering reabsorption, and the CE was increased to 4 × 10 −5 . Moreover, by using the loosely focused method under the phase-matching condition, E. Takahashi et al. obtained the HHG of 0.3 µJ at the 27th harmonic (29.6 nm) in Ar [12] , 4.7 µJ at the 13th harmonic (62 nm) in Xe [13] , and 50 nJ at the 59th harmonic (13.5 nm) in Ne [14] . Based on these energy scaling methods, C. Erny et al. [15] performed a detailed metrology of high-order harmonics and the generated XUV output was good enough for FEL seeding.
However, all these previously reported results are based on less than a few terawatt (TW) driving laser system with high repetition rates, such as dozens or even a thousand of hertz, which limits the application of HHG to some extent. For example, generation of fully coherent X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) by using laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) and HHG seeding is currently a popular research field. The benefit of the seeding is amazing, including reducing the timing jitter of the emission from the FEL, reducing the size of the FEL for a saturated amplification and improving coherence. On the other hand, the limitation of photon number of a high harmonic source no longer exists, which is quite important for many potential applications. Based on a home-made 200-TW/1-Hz Ti: Sapphire laser facility [16] , significant progress on LWFA has been achieved in Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics (SIOM) [17] . The progress on LWFA has also opened a new opportunity for the development of compact XFEL. Researches on full-coherent HHG-seeding XFEL are now carrying out at SIOM. However, producing XFEL requires at least multi-hundred-TW laser systems. To decrease the timing jitter between LWFA and HHG, it is better for them to come from the same laser source. However, the beam quality, and the shot-to-shot energy fluctuation of the hundred-TW-level laser are not comparable to a few TW laser system, and they are still problems for HHG. Thus, it is a promising work to optimize HHG driven by multi-hundred TW laser systems.
In this work, we used a 200-TW/1-Hz Ti: Sapphire laser amplifier system based on a chirped pulse amplification [16] . This laser system consists of four-stage Ti: Sapphire amplifiers, which can produce an output energy of 8 J at a central wavelength of 800 nm with a pulse duration of 30 fs (FWHM). In order to achieve the full-coherent XFEL, the laser was separated into two beams. The main laser beam, which has a peak power of nearly 200 TW, was used to produce the high-performance electron beam by LWFA. The other laser beam, which has a peak power of 1.3 TW, was used to produce soft X-rays in the HHG experiment. By using generally adopted loosely focusing method and optimizing the phase-matching conditions, we have obtained bright high-order harmonics around 30 nm. Output energy of the 29th harmonic (27.6 nm) reached as high as 100 nJ per pulse, and the harmonic beam divergence was estimated to be 0.3 mrad (FWHM). In this experiment, bright stable HHG has been achieved, which is an important step in the production of highly stabilized ultrashort XFEL.
Materials and Methods
The experimental setup of HHG is shown in Figure 1 . The infrared (IR) laser beam, which has a diameter of 40 mm, is adjusted by a diaphragm with a diameter of approximately 17 mm, and loosely focused by a plano-convex lens, which has a focal length of approximately 5000 mm and is mounted on a motorized translation stage. The spot diameter around the laser focus had been measured to be~300 µm and the confocal parameter b = 2z R ≈ 180 mm, where z R is the Rayleigh length. Then, the focused IR pulse is guided into the target chamber through a CaF 2 window mounted at the Brewster's angle of the IR pulses to avoid light reflection, and interacted with the argon gas in a gas cell that is located around the laser focus. The length of the gas cell can be adjusted from 0 to 150 mm. The generated harmonics, propagating with the residual IR pulses, subsequently pass through an iris diaphragm (a diameter,~4 mm), which partially blocks the IR pulses, and then are delivered into the measuring section.
In the measuring section, a gold-coated spherical mirror (SM), mounted on a motorized translation stage is used to send the XUV beam either into the flat-field grating spectrometer equipped with an XUV charge-coupled device (XUV-CCD, Andor iKon-L, Oxford Instruments plc, Abingdon, UK) camera for spectral measurement or into an XUV photodiode detector (AXUV100G, Opto Diode Corp, Camarillo, CA, USA) for absolute energy measurement. Specifically, when the SM is inserted into the beam path, the harmonics are reflected by the SM, passing through a slit, and then diffracted by a flat-field grating. The spectrally resolved far-field high-order harmonics are detected by the XUV-CCD camera. On the other hand, when the SM is removed from the beam path, the harmonics are directly reflected by the silicon mirrors, and then illuminating the photodiode detector.
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Results
We used the pulse energy of only ~17 mJ in this experiment, because the CaF2 windows affect the frequency spectrum of the pump pulse greatly if the pulse energy is higher. Owing to the loss from multiple cutout of the center beam and other optical elements, the final peak power of driving laser for HHG was about 0.57 TW. The intensity at the focus point was 8 × 10 14 W/cm 2 . Ar gas was filled in the gas cell with a 100-mm medium length. Figure 2 presents the intensities of the 29th harmonic with respect to various pressures in the gas cell and the relative positions between the laser focus and the gas cell, respectively. Obviously, the intensity of the 29th harmonic reached the maximum around the pressure of 12 Torr and the relative position was 0 mm, which is the optimized phase-matching condition. Figure 3 shows the harmonic spectra in the optimized phase-matching condition. These harmonics were accumulated with 10 shots and only one Al filter in the beam path. It is worth noting that the other filter was mounted on a motorized translation stage. By comparing the harmonic spectra detected with one filter or two, we could obtain the transmission ratios of the aluminum filters for individual harmonics. We did not use the transmission ratio in a database, because the transmission ratio of the Al filter can gradually change due to oxidation. By using this method, we estimated the transmission ratio of a 500 nm-thick aluminum filter was 5% for the 29th harmonic. 
We used the pulse energy of only~17 mJ in this experiment, because the CaF 2 windows affect the frequency spectrum of the pump pulse greatly if the pulse energy is higher. Owing to the loss from multiple cutout of the center beam and other optical elements, the final peak power of driving laser for HHG was about 0.57 TW. The intensity at the focus point was 8 × 10 14 W/cm 2 . Ar gas was filled in the gas cell with a 100-mm medium length. Figure 2 presents the intensities of the 29th harmonic with respect to various pressures in the gas cell and the relative positions between the laser focus and the gas cell, respectively. Obviously, the intensity of the 29th harmonic reached the maximum around the pressure of 12 Torr and the relative position was 0 mm, which is the optimized phase-matching condition. Figure 3 shows the harmonic spectra in the optimized phase-matching condition. These harmonics were accumulated with 10 shots and only one Al filter in the beam path. It is worth noting that the other filter was mounted on a motorized translation stage. By comparing the harmonic spectra detected with one filter or two, we could obtain the transmission ratios of the aluminum filters for individual harmonics. We did not use the transmission ratio in a database, because the transmission ratio of the Al filter can gradually change due to oxidation. By using this method, we estimated the transmission ratio of a 500 nm-thick aluminum filter was 5% for the 29th harmonic. When the SM is removed from the beam path, the harmonics illuminate the photodiode detector for the absolute output energy measurement. Here, three Si mirrors were mounted at the Brewster's angle of 75 • (light grazing incidence angle,~15 • ), acting as beam splitters that can efficiently reflect the harmonics, but absorb most of the fundamental pulses. E. J. Takahashi et al. [18] has determined that the reflectivity of Si mirror is~0.56 for a 30-nm spectral region, when it is at the Brewster's angle for 800 nm. In this section, the IR pulses were completely blocked, and only the remaining XUV signal was sent into the photodiode detector (AXUV100G). By comparing the HHG energy obtained with one or three Si mirrors, the measured reflectivity of a Si mirror was 0.42, lower than that measured by E. J. Takahashi et al. [18] , which might be influenced by the roughness of Si mirrors.
Thus, the obtained total energy of HHG was estimated to be~300 nJ/pulse in the optimized phase-matching condition. Considering the spectral distribution in Figure 3b , every individual harmonic energy was separately calculated. Therefore, the 29th harmonic energy was estimated to be~100 nJ by a single shot.
By considering the distance between the gas cell and the XUV-CCD camera, the spatial profile of harmonics was converted to the emission angles. The spatial profile of the 29th harmonic in the optimized condition is shown in Figure 4 . The 29th harmonic beam divergence was estimated to bẽ 0.3 mrad (FWHM). We did not measure the pulse duration of the harmonic. Because the laser repetition is very low, only 1 Hz, it is almost impossible to measure the pulse duration with the cross-correlation frequency-resolved optical gating (XFROG) method. The bandwidth and pulse duration of the 800-nm driving laser after focal lens are about 35 nm and about 30 fs, respectively. Therefore, the driving laser is almost Fourier-transform-limited. The bandwidth of the 29th harmonic was about 0.19 nm. According the previous work by J. Mauritsson et al. [19] , the pulse duration of the 29th harmonic was estimated to be about 10-15 fs, which is normal when there is no additional pulse compression step. 
When the SM is removed from the beam path, the harmonics illuminate the photodiode detector for the absolute output energy measurement. Here, three Si mirrors were mounted at the Brewster's angle of 75° (light grazing incidence angle, ~15°), acting as beam splitters that can efficiently reflect the harmonics, but absorb most of the fundamental pulses. E. J. Takahashi et al. [18] has determined that the reflectivity of Si mirror is ~0.56 for a 30-nm spectral region, when it is at the Brewster's angle for 800 nm. In this section, the IR pulses were completely blocked, and only the remaining XUV signal was sent into the photodiode detector (AXUV100G). By comparing the HHG energy obtained with one or three Si mirrors, the measured reflectivity of a Si mirror was 0.42, lower than that measured by E. J. Takahashi et al. [18] , which might be influenced by the roughness of Si mirrors.
Thus, the obtained total energy of HHG was estimated to be ~300 nJ/pulse in the optimized phase-matching condition. Considering the spectral distribution in Figure 3b , every individual harmonic energy was separately calculated. Therefore, the 29th harmonic energy was estimated to be ~100 nJ by a single shot.
By considering the distance between the gas cell and the XUV-CCD camera, the spatial profile of harmonics was converted to the emission angles. The spatial profile of the 29th harmonic in the optimized condition is shown in Figure 4 . The 29th harmonic beam divergence was estimated to be ~0.3 mrad (FWHM).
We did not measure the pulse duration of the harmonic. Because the laser repetition is very low, only 1 Hz, it is almost impossible to measure the pulse duration with the cross-correlation frequency-resolved optical gating (XFROG) method. The bandwidth and pulse duration of the 800-nm driving laser after focal lens are about 35 nm and about 30 fs, respectively. Therefore, the driving laser is almost Fourier-transform-limited. The bandwidth of the 29th harmonic was about 0.19 nm. According the previous work by J. Mauritsson et al. [19] , the pulse duration of the 29th harmonic was estimated to be about 10-15 fs, which is normal when there is no additional pulse compression step. The energy fluctuation of the fundamental laser for 900 successive pluses is 0.54% in root mean square (rms) value [16] . Due to the stability of the fundamental pulse energy, harmonic energy has a good stability. Figure 5 shows the energy fluctuation of the 29th harmonic collected 5 times in the total time of 30 mins. In the experiment, these harmonics were accumulated with 10 shots each time. The data in the optimized phase-matching condition has been collected 5 times, but the interval time Beam divergence of the 29th harmonic generated under the optimized phase-matching conditions.
The energy fluctuation of the fundamental laser for 900 successive pluses is 0.54% in root mean square (rms) value [16] . Due to the stability of the fundamental pulse energy, harmonic energy has a good stability. 
Conclusions
In this paper, by using a hundred-TW-level high-power laser system, we were able to obtain a high-energy, good-quality and low-divergence harmonic pulse. The total energy in the spectral region of the 21st to 35th harmonics was estimated to be 300 nJ by a single shot. The 29th harmonic energy was estimated to be ~100 nJ/pulse. Therefore, the CE of the 29th harmonic was obtained to be 6 × 10 −6 . High-power laser is poor in beam quality and stability, but the CE of HHG generation in this experiment is close to the results by E. Takahashi et al. [12] . The beam divergence was measured to be 0.3 mrad (FWHM). The generated soft X-ray (~30 nm) sources with high stable energy, good beam quality will be sent as a seed into an XEL-like amplifier with GeV electrons from LWFA to produce short-wavelength full-coherent X-ray radiation in SIOM. 
